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In [2, Theorem 11, we showed that the existence of a nonzero integral for a 
Hopf algebra A is equivalent to the finite dimensionality of an injective co- 
module envelope for k 1. [An integral for A is an element Xof the algebra A* 
with the property YX = Y(l)X for all Y E A*; we will say that an affine 
algebraic group has an integral if the Hopf algebra of K-regular functions has an 
integral.] Furthermore, we showed that over perfect fields, a commutative 
integral domain Hopf algebra A has an integral if and only if A is cosemi- 
simple [2, Theorem 41. 
In this paper, we complete the picture for commutative Hopf algebras 
with integrals. In particular, we will see that, over a perfect field, a finitely 
generated, commutative Hopf algebra A has an integral if and only if the 
maximal quotient integral domain Hopf algebra of A has an integral. This 
result, in conjunction with [2, Theorem 41, yields the fact that over a perfect 
field of nonzero characteristic, an affine algebraic group G has an integral if 
and only if Go, the connected component of the identity, is an algebraic 
torus. 
In the latter part of Chapter II, we relate the existence of an integral for A 
to the existence of integrals for sub and quotient Hopf algebras of A. We 
show that if A has an integral, then so do sub-Hopf algebras of A; and if, 
furthermore, A is commutative and the base field has nonzero characteristic, 
then quotient Hopf algebras of A have integrals. Finally, if E - A + B is 
an exact sequence [Ch. 1, b] of commutative Hopf algebras, then A has an 
integral if and only if E and B do. 
The concluding result of Chapter II shows that for any commutative 
finitely generated Hopf algebra A there is a maximal sub-Hopf algebra B 
with an integral. 
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CHAPTER I 
Preliminaries 
(a) If C is a coalgebra, and M is a left (respectively, right) C-comodule, 
we will denote the induced rational C*-module action by - (respectively, 
-). In particular, for any coalgebra C, with diagonalization map A and 
augmentation map E, A induces rational left and right C*-module structures 
on C. 
(b) A sequence of commutative Hopf algebras E c+ A a B will be 
called exact if m is surjective and ker 71 = (E+jA, the ideal in A generated 
by elements of augmentation zero in E. 
(c) If V: A ---f B is a map of commutative Hopf algebras, then we call an 
element a of A a r-invariant if (n @I) A(a) = 1 @ a. 
(d) A map w A --f B of commutative Hopf algebras is called normal if, 
under the map #: A + A @ A, where a ++ C a(,) @ a(,jS(a(,)), we have 
#(kern)Ckern@A. 
The results (l.l)-(1.3) below come from the Hopf algebra development 
of affine group schemes. 
(1.1) If B C A, then A + A/(B+)A is normal. Here (B+jA is the ideal 
in iz generated by the elements of B with augmentation zero. 
(1.2) If A < B is normal, then E = {n-invariants} is a sub-Hopf algebra 
of A and (E+)* = kern. 
(1.3) The map from sub-Hopf algebras of A to normal ideals of A, 
B + (B+)A is an injective set map. 
For A a commutative Hopf algebra over an algebraically closed base 
field, let Sep A be the linear span of the idempotents of ,4. Sep A is a sub- 
Hopf algebra of A. 
(1.4) If E CA A is the inclusion map, then E/(Sep Ef), 4 A/(Sep A+), . 
Proof. Since A : A/(Sep A+) is normal by (l.l), it is easily shown that 
ni: E + A/(Sep A+) is also normal. Then, if we denote the sub-Hopf 
algebra of invariants of r by F, then (F+) = (Sep A+) by 1.2, and so 
F = Sep A by (1.3). Clearly, the invariants of rri = (Sep A) n E = Sep E, 
and so ker ni = (Sep E+)E , by (1.2). Hence, (1.4) follows. 
Finally, we include the statement of a result that may appear in a later 
paper, whose proof is of a different spirit from those presented in Chapter II. 
(1.5) THEOREM. If B C A are commutative Hopf algebras, then A has an 
integral X such that X / B # 0 if and only if B has an integral and A/(B+>, 
is cosemisimple. 
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Definition of some symbols: 
We will write A E H, if A has a nonzero integral, (and A E Hk , if A is a 
Hopf algebra over the base field k). We will write A E F, if A is cosemisimple, 
and A E T, if A is an algebraic torus. See [2]. 
CHAPTER II 
Sequences of Hopf algebras 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. Let A be a Hopf algebra over a field k. Then A E H, 
is equivalent to A @ & E HE . 
Proof. The proof is given in the proof of [2, Theorem 11. 
Let Sep A denote the subalgebra of A of elements satisfying non-zero 
separable polynomials in k[X]. H ere A is any commutative algebra. We 
set down some facts about Sep A without proofs. 
(1) If A is a finitely generated algebra over k, then Sep A is finite dimen- 
sional. Furthermore, if k is algebraically closed, then Sep A has a basis 
consisting of minimal orthogonal idempotents. 
(2) (Sep A) @ & = Sep(A @ &). 
(3) If k is a perfect field and A is a reduced commutative Hopf algebra, 
then A/( Sep A+) is an integral domain Hopf algebra. Here (Sep A+) denotes 
the ideal in A generated by Sep A +, the elements of Sep A of augmentation 
zero. 
(4) If A is a commutative Hopf algebra over a perfect field k, then N, 
the set of nilpotent elements of A, is a Hopf ideal. If Sep A = k, then A/N 
is an integral domain Hopf algebra [5, 2.71. 
(5) Sep A is a reduced algebra; if A is a Hopf algebra, then Sep A is a 
sub-Hopf algebra. 
We aim to show that if A is a commutative, finitely generated Hopf algebra 
over a field k, then A E H is equivalent to A/(Sep A+> E H. First, we set up 
some necessary apparatus and prove some lemmas. 
Let A be a commutative, finitely generated Hopf algebra over an alge- 
braically closed field k. Sep A is a commutative, finite dimensional, reduced 
Hopf algebra; and so, Sep A is dual to the group algebra of a finite group G. 
For g E G, let e, be the element of Sep A = (KG)* which is 1 at g and 0 at 
the other elements of the group. (eg}gsc is a basis for Sep A and consists 
of minimal orthogonal idempotents. An element e, has diagonaliza- 
tion de, = &.r+ eh @ e, , and augmentation <(e,) = 6,1 ; furthermore, 
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Ix gem e, = 1, the identity of A. By the orthogonality of the idempotents 
{e,>, A = A . 1 is the direct sum zgEG A es . 
For each g E G, since Ae, is a finitely generated algebra, there is an algebra 
map tg : Ae, + k, by Hilbert’s nullstellensatz. Extend t, to Ae, as the zero 
map, for h # g. t, is an element of the group AZg(A, k), with inverse t,S. 
It is easy to see that (- tg): A - A is an algebra map with inverse 
(- (tuS)). From the diagonalization of e, , we see that Ae, -t, C Ae, ; 
moreover, since -t, is an automorphism, we have that Ae, -t, = Ae, . 
Since c(e,) = a01 , Sep A+ = x31,,66 k . e, . Therefore, the composite 
map Ae, A A L A/(Sep A+) is an algebra isomorphism. We will denote 
(ti)-l by T. [Here, t is the natural projection map.] 
(2.2) LEMMA. Let A be a commutative, $nitely generated Hopf algebra 
over aJield k that is algebraically closed. For b E Al(Sep A+), 
(t 0 4 d T(b) = C b(l) 0 Wd 
(b) 
Proof. This lemma is a restatement of [5, 1.41. 
(2.3) LEMMA. For a E A/(Sep A+) andf E (A/(Sep A+))*, T(a -f) = 
T(a) - (ft). 
Proof. This lemma follows immediately from Lemma (2.2). 
Let B denote the set of elements in A* that vanish on xiZgeC Ae, = 
(Sep A+). 
(2.4) LEMMA. B = (A/(Sep A+))* o t. 
Proof. This lemma is evident since ker t = (Sep A+). 
(2.5) LEMMA. If M is a subcomodule of A/(Sep A+), then 
B - T(M) = T(M). 
Proof. For a E A/(Sep A+) and f E (A/(Sep A+))*, (f o t) - T(a) = 
T(f - a), by the mirror statement of Lemma (2.3). Furthermore, if a EM, 
then f- a EM, since M is a comodule. So, ft - T(a) = T(f - a) is an 
element of T(M). Thus, ff - T(M) C T(M), and by Lemma (2.4), 
B - T(M) C T(M). 
Actually, since E (eg) = 0 for g # 1, E is an element of B. Hence, 
B - T(M) = T(M) since E - T(M; = T(M). 
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(2.6) LEMMA. A* = xaEG t,*B. (The right-hand * is multiplication in A*.) 
Proof. This is evident, since Ae, - t, = Ae, . 
(2.7) LEMMA. If M is a subcomodule of A/(Sep A+), then CBEG t, - T(M) 
is a subcomodule of A. 
Proof. CBEG [t, - T(M)] = CseG [t,*B - T(M)], by Lemma (2.5); 
= A* - T(M) by Lemma (2.6). Hence, zVEG t, - T(M) is a subcomodule 
ofA. 
(2.8) PROPOSITION. Let J be an injective comodule envelope for k 1 in 
A/(Sep A+}, where 1 is the identity element of A/(Sep A+). Then 
Ix geC t, - T(J) is an injective A-comodule containing k . 1, where 1 is 
the identity element of A. 
Proof. Let M be a comodule complement to J in A/(Sep A+). Then 
the Ae, = T(A/(Sep A+)) = T(J) @ T(M). So, 
,4 = c t, - Ae, = c t, - [T(J) @ T(M)] 
QEG QEG 
- T(J$3[C t,- W]. 
geG 
Therefore, CDEG t, - T(J) is injective. 
(2.9) THEOREM. Let A be a commutative, $nitely generated Hopf algebra 
over a$eld k. Then A E H is equivalent to A/(Sep A+) E H. 
Proof. We prove this first in the case where k is algebraically closed. 
Suppose A is an element of H and that X E A* is a nonzero integral for A. 
We will show that XT is a nonzero integral for A/(Sep A+). For this proof 
only, let ( , ): A* x A -k denote evaluation; i.e., (f, a) wf (a). 
First, XT # 0, that is, X 1 Ae, # 0. In fact, if b is an element of Ae, with 
the property (X, b) # 0, then 0 # (X, b)(t, , 1) = (X, b - tg) by the 
translation invariance of the integral. Since b - t, E Ae, , X / Ae, # 0. 
Second, we show that XT has the required invariance property. Let b be 
an element of A/(Sep A+) and f an element of (A/(Sep A+))*. 
<XT, b -f > = (X, T(b -f )> 
= <-X T(b) -tft)> 
= <X WWft, I>, 
by Lemma 2.3, 
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by the invariance property of X, 
= (X> V)Xf, t(l)> 
= (XT, bXf> 1‘4iwxl A+))- 
Hence XT is an integral for A/(Sep A+). 
Suppose A/(Sep A+) E H. By [2], J, an injective comodule envelope for 
k 1 is finite dimensional. Hence, CBEG $ - T(J) is finite dimensional since 
G is a finite group; furthermore, it is an injective comodule containing 
k . lA , by Proposition (2.8). CBEG t, - T(J), therefore, contains an injective 
comodule envelope for k . 1, which is also finite dimensional. By Theorem 1 
of [2] A E H. This completes the proof of Theorem (2.9) when k is alge- 
braically closed. Now let A be a Hopf algebra over any field k. Then, A E H 
is equivalent to A @ & E H by Proposition (2.1); A @ & E H is equivalent 
to A @ ,k/(Sep(A @ &)+) E H, by the proof of Theorem (2.9) when the 
field is algebraically closed; A @ ,A/(Sep(A @ &)+) E H is equivalent to 
(A/(Sep A+)) @ &E H, by the second fact stated about Sep; finally, 
(Al&p A+>) 0 d E H is equivalent to A/(Sep A+) E H, by Proposi- 
tion (2.1). This completes the proof of Theorem (2.9). 
We will consider affine algebraic groups with integrals. Let G be an affine 
algebraic k-group [6]. Denote the Hopf algebra of k-regular functions on G 
by k[G]; and denote the connected component of the identity by Go. We 
will say that G is defined over k if k[G] is absolutely reduced. 
(2.10) THEOREM. Let G be an a&e algebraic group de&ed over a field k 
. . 
of posztzve characteristic. Then k[G] E H if and only if Go is a torus. 
Proof. Let A denote k[G]. It can be shown that k[GO] = A/(Sep A+). 
Hence, by Theorem (2.9), k[G] E His equivalent to k[GO] E H. By the second 
and third facts stated about Sep, k[GO] is an absolutely reduced integral 
domain Hopf algebra. So, by Theorem 4 of [2] and [l], k[GO] E H if and 
only if k[GO] E T. Therefore, k[G] E H if and only if k[GO] E T, that is, 
Go is a torus. 
Theorem (2.10) will lead to a demonstration that, over an algebraically 
closed field, the dimension of a simple rational G-module is bounded by the 
number of irreducible components of G, if G has an integral. We first prove 
some necessary lemmas. 
Let A be the Hopf algebra of k-regular functions of an algebraic group 
G E H over an algebraically closed field k of positive characteristic. By 
Theorem (2.10), A/(Sep A+) is the group algebra kE of an abelian group E. 
Let t: A -+ A/(Sep A+) be the natural surjection. A is a kE - A bicomod- 
ule, where A t : a ++ (t @ 1) d(a) gives the left kE-comodule structure on A, 
and where A has the natural right A-comodule structure. 
48x/22/3-10 
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For each g E E, define an element ss of (kE)* by s&h) = a,, , for h E E. 
(2.11) LEMMA. A is the direct sum CgsE A -sS of right A-comodules. 
Proof. Since A is a kE - A bi-comodule, A* - (A -s,,) = A -s, , 
that is, A -s8 is an A-comodule. This sum is direct, because {so} is a set 
of orthogonal idempotents in (kE)*. Finally, since the augmentation map of 
kEisC,,,s,, A =xgeEA-sg. 
(2.12) LEMMA. For g E E, t(A -sg) C k .g. 
Proof. It is easy to see that, for a E A -s, , A,(a) = g @ a. Hence, 
(IOE)o(lOt)o(tOI)od(a) E keg; 
and, since t is a coalgebra map, 
t(u) =(I@E)o(I@t)o(t@I)od(a). 
Thus the lemma is proved. 
Let JM denote an injective envelope for a simple A-comodule M. 
(2.13) THEOREM. Let G be an afine algebraic group with an integral, over 
any algebraically closed field k of positive characteristic. Then dim( JM) < 
dim(Sep A) = the number of irreducible components of G. 
Proof. First, we show that dim[(A -sg) . e,] < 1. The notation used in 
this proof may be found in the discussion of 
Sep. Dim[(A -sB) . e,] = dim[t((A -s,) . e,)], 
since t ( Ae, is injective; 
= dim[t(A -s&l, 
< dim(k *g) by Lemma (2.12), 
= 1. 
Second, we show that A - sg C ChPCS th - [(A - sg) . e;l, where Gs is the 
group of the group algebra (Sep A)*. 
(A - sg) - Sep A = (A - %) ( c th - k * 6) 
hoGS 
= ,; (th - A - %,)@h - k * e,> 
= .E’ th - [(A - %) ’ %I, 
s 
since {th --> are algebra maps. 
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Combining these two results, we have 
dim(A - s,) < dim 
( 
c t, - [(A 
heGS 
< dimGs, 
= dim Sep A. 
If M is any simple A-comodule, it can be shown that there is some g E E, 
and a simple subcomodule P of A -ss such that MN P, as comodules, 
and so JM N JP . In fact, since, by Lemma (2.11), A -s, is an injective 
comodule, we may take JP to be a subcomodule of A - sg . Hence, 
dim(J,) = dim(J,) < dim(A -ss) < dim(Sep A). 
(2.14) THEOREM. Let A be a commutative fully reducible Hopf algebra 
over an algebraically closed$eld of positive characteristic, and let M be a simple 
subcomodule. Then dim(M) < dim(Sep A). 
Proof. A/(Sep A+) is also fully reducible by [S, 1.101, and is a group 
algebra by [5, 4.11. The rest of the proof proceeds in exactly the same way 
as the proof of Theorem (2.13). 
We will say that a sequence of Hopf algebras E A A -% B is exact if i 
is the inclusion map, n is surjective, and the kernel of 7r is (E+), , the ideal 
generated in A by the elements of E of augmentation zero. 
We will consider the question of when the existence of integrals for some 
of the terms of the sequence guarantees the existence of integrals for the 
other terms. Most of our results will be for commutative Hopf algebras. 
(2.15) THEOREM. For E C A any Hopf algebras, if A E H, then E E H. 
Proof. If JE is an injective envelope for K . 1 in E, then /c is an essential 
extension of K . 1 in A. If JA denotes a maximal essential of K . 1 in A contain- 
ing JE , then JA is an injective envelope of k . 1. By Theorem 1 of [2] 
dim( JA) < co; and so, dim( JE) < co, and E E H. 
(2.16) LEMMA. Let A be a finitely generated, commutative Hopf algebra 
over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. If, for somL: n, 
A@*) = {ap” 1 a E A} is isomorphic to the group algebra of a finitely generated 
free abelian group, then A E H. 
Proof. Let J be an injective envelope for k * 1. Since A(D”) is a group 
algebra, it is easy to see that J- A(p”) . J/A’““)+ . J- A/(A@“)+) is a 
sequence of injective maps. A/(A@‘)+) is finite dimensional since A is 
commutative and finitely generated; so, J is finite dimensional, and A E H. 
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(2.17) PROPOSITION. Let A be a commutative, j%itely generated Hopf 
algebra over an algebraically closed Jield k of positive characteristic, and let N 
denote the Hopf ideal of nilpotent elements of A. If Sep A = k, then A E H 
is equivalent to A/N E T. 
Proof. (1) Since A is finitely generated, for some n, A’p”) is reduced. 
Furthermore, Sep(A’Y”)) C Sep(A) = k. Hence, by the third fact about 
Sep A, A(pn) is an integral domain. We show that A E H if and only if 
A(pn) E T. By Theorem (2.15), if A E H, then A(pn) E H; and, moreover, by 
Theorem 4 of [2], A’v”l E T. On the other hand, if A(pn) E T, then A E H, 
by Lemma (2.16). 
(2) Similarly, by the fourth fact quoted about Sep A, A/N E T if and 
only if (A/N)@) E T. 
(3) It is evident that, in the commutative diagram 
A w -+ A/N 
t t 
A’““’ TIA”“’ > (A/N)‘p”’ 
n / A(pn) : A(P%) + (AIN) 
is a Hopf algebra isomorphism. Hence, A’D~) E T if and only if (A/N)‘““) E T. 
From the combination of 1,2, and 3, we have A E H is equivalent to 
A/N E T. 
DEFINITION. Let A be a commutative Hopf algebra over a field k. 
2 = A @ ,k/(Sep(A @ $)+)/N, 
where N is the Hopf ideal of nilpotent elements of A @ &/(Sep(A @ ,k)+). 
It is easy to see that -: A E+ A is a functor from commutative Hopf 
algebras over k to commutative integral domain Hopf algebras over k, that 
preserves surjections. It can also be shown to preserve injections [see 1.41. 
(2.18) PROPOSITION. Let A be a commutative, Jinitely generated Hopf 
algebra over a field k of positive characteristic. Then A E H is equivalent to 
AE T. 
Proof. A E H is equivalent to A @ &E H, by Proposition (2.1). 
A @ & E H is equivalent to A @ &/(Sep(A @ &+) E H, by Theorem (2.9). 
Finally, A @ ,K/(Sep(A @ ,&)+) E H is equivalent to 
A 0 JWep(A 0 &+W E T 
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by Proposition (2.17). Here we have used a further fact about Sep, namely, 
Sep(A/(Sep A+)) = k. By the combination of these equivalences, we have 
AEHifandonlyifAET. 
(2.19) THEOREM ON NILPOTENTS. For A a commutative, $nitely generated 
Hopf algebra over a perfect field k, A E H is equivalent to A/N E H. Here N 
is the Hopf ideal of nilpotents in A. 
Proof. It is evident that A E (A/N), as Hopf algebras; so A E T if and 
only if (A/N) E T. Hence, A E H if and only if A/N E H, by Proposition (2.18). 
(2.20) THEOREM ON SEQUENCES. Let E -% A 1 B be an exact sequence 
of commutative Hopf algebras. Then A E H is equivalent to (E, B} C H. 
Proof. We prove this theorem first over fields of characteristic zero. In 
this case, by Theorem 3 of [2] the theorem states that A E F if and only if 
{E, B} CF. Suppose A EF. Because the Hopf algebra A is cosemisimple, 
A is the direct sum of its simple subcoalgebras, and therefore, so is E, and 
EEF. By [5, 1.101 B EF. 
Suppose that {E, B} CF. Since B EF, there is a subcoalgebra C of B such 
that B = k @ C [3, 3.21. Let or , l a E B* be defined as ~~(1) = I, or / C = 0, 
~~(1) = 0 and us 1 C = E ) C, where E is the augmentation of C. or and l a 
are orthogonal idempotents and or + l a = E. A is a B-A bicomodule with 
structure maps (rr @ I)d and A. Hence, A = A - E = A - e1 @ A - l 2 , 
is a sum of right A-comodules. Evidently, A - l 1 = {a E A 1 (n @I&l(a) = 
1 @ a} the set of r-invariants of A. On the other hand, it can be shown that 
E is the set of rr-invariants, since the sequence is exact. So E = A - l 1 , 
and E has comodule complement A - l a in iz. Since E E F, k has a coalgebra 
complement in E. Hence, all together, k has a comodule complement in A, 
that is, k is its own injective envelope. So, an integral for A is not zero at k; 
and, A E F by [3, 3.21. We note that this proof that A EF if and only if 
{B, E} C F is independent of the characteristic of the field. 
We now prove Theorem (2.20) over fields of positive characteristic. We 
will prove the theorem first for finitely generated Hopf algebras. Suppose 
A E H. By Theorem (2.15) E E H. Next, we show that B E H. Since - 
preserves surjections, ii: A-+ B is surjective; furthermore, by Proposi- 
tion (2.18) AE T. Hence, B is an integral domain group algebra, that is, a 
torus. Hence, B E H. 
Now suppose that {E, B} C H. Then, since - preserves injections, 
i? -1, A is an injection; moreover, i? E T. There is an evident surjective map 
from B @ ,k to A/(,!+), since B N A/(E+). By Proposition (2.1), 
B @ &E H. So, A/(,%+) is the surjective image of an element of H, and, 
therefore, A/(B+) E H. 
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We have shown that E 1 A $ A-/(E+) is a sequence where E E T and 
J/(E+) E H. We will show AE T. Let J be an injective envelope for K . 1 
in A. We aim to prove that 5 1 J is injective and that f(J) is an essential 
extension of K . 1 in X/(E+). 
Let S denote the set of all simple subcoalgebras of A. Since ,!? E T, E 
is the group algebra of a finitely generated abelian group G. G acts on S via 
translation without fixed points, that is, for C a simple coalgebra of X, 
gC # C for g E G and g # 1. To see this, let C have comatric basis {cij}; if 
gC = C, then (g+} is also a comatric basis. The computations of the deter- 
minant with respect to the two bases differ by the factor g”, that is, 
det = gn . det. Since det is a group-like element of 3, det is invertible in A. 
So, gn = 1. Since i? is an integral domain, G is free; so, g = I. 
In the equivalence set S/G, choose simple subcoalgebras of A to represent 
each equivalence class; and choose an injective comodule envelope Jc for 
each representative C. Since G acts without fixed points, CSEG g . Jc is a 
direct sum of injective comodules. Furthermore, C[clss,c Cgpcg . Jc is an 
injective comodule, since it is a sum of injective comodules. Since 
&les,c CSECg . Jc contains all simple subcomodules of A, it can have no 
comodule complement in 2; so &lpsic J&cg . Jc = A. We may write 2 
as CBEGg . J 0 C~CI~S~CICI#M CgE~ g . JC t where C~S/G m#rll is intend- 
ed to denote the sum taken over representatives C for all equivalence classes 
except the equivalence class of K. Each of the two terms of this direct sum is 
fixed under multiplication by G, so 
and v u 
ii(R) = ii @ 5 
where a denotes the coradical of 2, and where the coradical of 
a/(KG+) C +(fF), by coalgebra theory. Hence, 
@/(KG+)), n ii (zGg * JJ = ii@ . G) = K - 1, 
that is, 7f(CBEC g * J) is an essential extension of K * 1. Finally, it is evident 
that ii 1 J carries J isomorphically onto n(CBEcg . J). Since J/(KG+) E H, 
dim[ii(&og . J)] < 00, by Theorem 1 of [2] so, dim J < cc and AE H. 
By Theorem 4 of [2] and [l], since 2 is an integral domain, 2 E T, and by 
Proposition (2.18), A E H. 
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We will now establish Theorem (2.20) over fields of positive characteristic 
without the restriction that the Hopf algebras be finitely generated. The 
proof requires the use of a theorem from Chapter I, namely, if B C A are 
commutative Hopf algebras, then A has an integral X, with X, 1 B # 0 
if and only if B E H and A/<B+)EF. 
For any Hopf algebra A, let (A, XA) be the pair where X, is a nonzero 
integral for A, if one exists, and otherwise X, = 0. Let a be an element of A 
such that X,(a) # 0 if X,, # 0; otherwise, let a = 0. In particular, there is 
an element e for (E, X,), an element b for (B, X,), and an element a for 
(A, X,). Choose an element a’ of A such that ~(a’) = b. Let A' be the sub- 
Hopf algebra of A generated by {e, a, a’}, let B' = m(A'), and let E' = A' n E. 
It can be shown that E' is the Hopf kernel of A' 2 B', where n’ = r / A'; 
that is, (E’+)A, = ker z’. Consider the diagram 
E’ i A’ L B’ 
1 
EL-A ">B 
1 Y 1 7' 1 Y" 
-WE'+) &A/(A'+)& B/W+). 
We show that z is an injection, and so E/(E'+) is the Hopf kernel of ii. 
If Z is not an injection, then the Hopf kernel of y’i, which we will denote 
by E”, contains E' properly, evidently. Hence, if we denote by A" the sub- 
Hopf algebra of A generated by A' and E", then A" contains A' properly, 
since A' n E = E'. Furthermore, A"+ C ker y’. Hence 
kery’ = (A'+)AC(A"+)A C kery’, 
and so (A'+)A =(Anf)A. But it can be shown that if two sub-Hopf 
algebras generate the same ideal, then they are equal; so A' = A". This is a 
contradiction, so z is injective and E/(E'+) is the Hopf kernel of ii. Then, 
by the definitions of E', A', and B', and the theorem quoted from Chapter I, 
A E H if and only if A' E H and A/(A'+) E F. By the proof for the finitely 
generated case, and since we have already proved that the middle term of an 
exact sequence is in F if and only if the two end terms are, we have A' E H 
and A/(A'+) EF if and only if{E’, B'} C H and {E/(E'+), B/(B'+)}CF. 
And this last condition is fulfilled if and only if (E, B} C H, again by the 
definitions of E' and B' and the theorem quoted from Chapter I. So, A E H 
if and only if {E, B} C H. This completes the proof of Theorem (2.20). If 
characteristic Iz is > 0, then 
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(2.21) PROPOSITION. If A is a commutative Hopf algebra in H and 
?r: A + B is a surjection, then B E H. 
Proof. This is an immediate corollary to the proof of Theorem (2.20). 
(2.22) THEOREM. Let A be a commutative$nitely generated Hopf algebra. 
Then there is a unique maximal sub-Hopf algebra B with B E H. 
Proof. It can be shown that the map Btt (B+), from sub-Hopf 
algebras of A to ideals of A gives a one-to-one correspondence between the 
set of sub-Hopf algebras of A and the set {(B+)A 1 B a sub-Hopf algebra of 
A}. Since A is noetherian, this latter set has the maximal property with 
respect to inclusion. Hence, the set of sub-Hopf algebras of A also has the 
maximal property. In particular, there exist maximal sub-Hopf algebras of A 
with integrals. To see that there is a unique maximal one, suppose that E and 
B are two distinct maximal sub-Hopf algebras of A in H. The Hopf algebra 
E ok B is an element of H with an integral that is the tensor of the integrals 
for E and B, that is, X, @ X, E (E OS B)*. Under multiplication in A, the 
image of E Ok B properly contains E, and is an element of H by Proposi- 
tion (2.21). So E is not maximal. This is a contradiction, and there is a unique 
maximal sub-Hopf algebra of A with an integral. This gives the proof in 
positive characteristic. In characteristic zero, the coradical of A is the maximal 
sub-Hopf algebra of A in H. 
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